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ScienceDirect
The field of cryoEM has quickly advanced in last years with the

new biochemical, technological, methodological and

computational developments. It has allowed significant

progresses in Structural Biology, typically reaching quasi-

atomic resolutions in the reconstructed maps. However, this

rapid advance has also generated new questions relevant to

resolution estimates. The global resolution metrics and their

criteria have been deeply discussed in the last decade, but

despite that, it remains as an important issue in the field.

Recently, the introduction of local resolution measurements

has changed how cryoEM reconstructions are interpreted,

providing information about the existence of heterogeneity,

flexibility, and angular assignment errors, and using it as a tool

to aid in modeling. In this review we revisit the concept of local

resolution and the different algorithms in the current state of the

art. However, the concept of local resolution is not uniquely

defined, and each implementation measures different features.

This may lead to inappropriate interpretation of local resolution

maps. Hence, a set of good practices is provided in this review

to avoid misleading and over-interpretation of the

reconstructions.
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Structural Biology has as main objective the elucidation of

the three-dimensional structure of biological macromo-

lecules to predict and understand their action
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mechanisms. One of the important techniques is cryo-

electron microscopy (cryoEM), which makes use of a

transmission electron microscope to acquire images of a

specimen under study. Initially, cryoEM produced low

resolution structures that revealed only the overall shapes

of the complexes, and so the term blobology was coined.

However, in the last decade rapid advances allowed the

determination of highly detailed structures (even atomic

structures), bringing about the so-called resolution revo-

lution [1]. Nevertheless, the field always had the need to

quantify the quality of the reconstructed maps in terms of

the spatial reliability of the measured features, that is,

resolution. Over time, many metrics have been proposed

for the estimation of the map quality, the main ones

differential phase residual [2], spectral signal to Noise

ratio [3] or the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) [4], the

latter being the current standard in cryoEM (for an in-

depth analysis of their theoretical properties, see [5�]).
Many factors such as structural variation and preferred

orientation result in varying local details in reconstruc-

tions. The question is, therefore, to properly represent

these variations and how to interpret them. Thus, local

resolution offers a spatially limited quality metric to

capture structural variability, particularly important in

building models into the maps. The first method devel-

oped to assess local resolution, named blocres, uses a local

form of the FSC between two half maps [6]. A second

algorithm, ResMap, followed a year later and has become

popular because it calculates local resolution of a single

reconstruction, as well as between two half maps [7].

Since then, new approaches include MonoRes, which uses

a monogenic signal for accessing the local properties of

the map [8], and DeepRes based on deep learning from

filtered atomic models at different frequencies [9�]. Local

resolution has also been applied in electron tomography

by adapting the MonoRes algorithm, [10�]. Recently,

assessment of deficiencies in angular assignment by

directional resolution estimates [11�,12�] was extended

to local-directional resolution anisotropy (Monodir,
[13��]). An important consequence of this latter work is

the introduction into the field of the concept that resolu-

tion is simultaneously local and directional. The number

of different ways in which local resolution can be esti-

mated provides a rich basis for understanding structural

variability within cryoEM reconstructions.

This review addresses the latest advances on local reso-

lution estimation, as well as the good practices about how

it should be performed and interpreted. Despite the

extensive use of local resolution analyses in the last
www.sciencedirect.com
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few years, there still remain questions of proper applica-

tion and avoiding over-interpretation. We present the

main local resolution programs available and comment

on their strengths and weaknesses, as well as best prac-

tices for each.

Current local resolution methods and its
limitations
Currently, there exist several local resolution algorithms

that we summarize here. We illustrate the use of the

different methods with an example. We also provide

tables of the strengths and weakness of each method in

the supplementary material.

blocres

The Bsoft package [14] offers the program blocres to

produce a local resolution map that can be used to filter a

map with the program blocfilt to the appropriate local

detail [6]. The algorithm in blocres extracts smaller sub-

maps (‘boxes’) from halfmaps and calculates the FSC

between them. The edges of each box can be softened

with a windowing function (the Hanning window is the

default) to suppress high frequency correlations due to

the edges. The box size is important to obtain sufficient

counting statistics and avoid over-estimating the local

resolution. An empirical rule was developed that sets a

good box size from 5 to 7 times the global resolution.

The program calculates a resolution estimate at every

voxel. This is an expensive operation that is accelerated

by parallel processing, calculating on a coarser grid and

interpolating, and excluding unnecessary calculations in

the background and symmetry-related parts using a mask.

The output is a resolution map with the estimates in

angstrom at the FSC curve cutoff specified. The voxels

that are not computed or interpolated are set to a back-

ground value that the user specifies, usually below the

lowest resolution expected (such as 20 or 50 Å). The map

can be used in UCSF Chimera [15] to color the corre-

sponding reconstruction.

The program blocres can also estimate the resolution in

radial shells, useful when examining reconstructions of

icosahedral viral capsids or similar structures. The algo-

rithm extracts shells with the user-specified width from

each halfmap and compare them by FSC. The shell edges

should be smoothed to suppress high frequency

components.

ResMap

ResMap algorithm attempts to determine the local reso-

lution of density maps by locally fitting a sine-like func-

tion [7]. Local resolution is then defined as the wave-

length of the fitted sine function. ResMap starts by

applying a Gaussian window function centered in the

pixel of interest, the standard deviation of this Gaussian
www.sciencedirect.com 
establishes the locality of the measurement. Then, a

steerable basis functions composed by 17 functions is

defined. Any rotation can be expressed as a linear combi-

nation of a finite set of these functions. In the ResMap, the

steerable basis functions, named H2 [16], are the product

of a Gaussian function with the second-order Hermite

polynomials or their corresponding Hilbert Transforms.

The set H2 approximates the sine and cosine functions up

to a second order accuracy. These basis functions are used

to fit the local densities and determining the wavelength

(local resolution) that minimizes the residual between the

linear combination and the local density. To determine if

the linear combination provides a signal that fits the local

density above the noise level a hypothesis test is carried

out, establishing a comparison with the background noise.

The measurement of this noise level can be carried out by

the difference of two half maps or defining a mask that

defines a border between signal and noise. The use of two

halves is preferable to avoid possible mismatches in the

noise statistics (inside and outside the mask), that is the

reason why the last version of ResMap only accepts this

input.

MonoRes

This algorithm [17�] estimates the local resolution by

establishing a comparison (hypothesis test) at different

frequencies between the energy of local signals and the

energy of noise. The frequency for which the local signal

at a particular voxel cannot be distinguished from the

corresponding voxel in a noise distribution defines the

local resolution. The local energy is calculated using the

monogenic signal [8,18] of the given map, where the

amplitude term defines the strength of the signal. Thus,

MonoRes starts by high pass filtering the original map

from low to high frequency, and estimating at each

frequency its corresponding monogenic amplitude.

Then, a hypothesis test is performed to determine if

the strength of the signal can be significantly detected

above the level of noise. This estimation of the local

resolution can be carried out using a single map or two

half maps. In both cases a mask is required to determine

the distribution of noise. In the case of a single map,

MonoRes assumes that the protein is inside the mask,

with only noise outside. In contrast, if two half maps are

considered, the difference of the maps provides the

noise distribution within the mask. The second method

is preferable and recommended. Note that it avoids

possible bias in the noise estimation when a map is

masked or denoised.

The algorithm in MonoRes has also been extended in two

new forms: MonoDir and MonoTomo. MonoDir [13��] esti-

mates the local-directional resolution of the reconstructed

map and from it, determining the local resolution anisot-

ropy, existence of preferred directions, and possible

alignment errors. The directionality is introduced by

analyzing cones in Fourier space (directional filter). Once
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2020, 64:74–78
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the map is directionally filtered, the local resolution of

that map can be calculated to obtain a local-directional

resolution map. Other modifications are also introduced,

to avoid the rippling produced by the directional filter and

ensuring a correct noise estimation (for details see [13��]).
The strengths and weakness are summarized in Table 3.

MonoTomo estimates the local resolution in tomograms. In

electron tomography noise is spatially variant and a mask

with only noise cannot be defined as in MonoRes. By

considering two half tomograms reconstructed under

the same alignment parameters both problems are solved.

These half tomograms can be obtained by splitting the set

of images in two subsets with the odd and even images, or

alternatively the set of frames for each tilt angle in two

subsets (from a single movie two movie with the half of

frames are obtained). This latter method is preferable as

the angular sampling is not modified.

DeepRes

This method makes use of deep learning to estimate local

resolution of maps [9�]. To do that, a convolutional neural

network (CNN), followed by a dense layer, is defined.

The training uses atomic models converted into maps.

Thus, by low pass filtering the map at different resolu-

tions and considering a small sliding window, the network

is trained on the filtering resolution, setting the corre-

sponding weights of the CNN. As a consequence, a model

for data is defined and local resolution can be estimated

with no more information than the density map and a

mask to specify the voxels to be analyzed. Conceptually,

the algorithm learns what the shapes of the densities and

their textures are at different frequencies. Importantly, it

produces different results for original unfiltered maps

compared to sharpened maps. Comparing the histograms

of these resolution distributions can thus be used to

detect over/under-sharpening.
Figure 1

Local resolution maps of the HIV env trimer in complex with CD4 and an an

regions), while the bond proteins at the periphery show the lowest resolutio
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The concept of resolution as a reflection of detail is

fraught with different definitions, assumptions on what

is actually measured, and different choices made in

calculating a quantitative measure. Even the widely

accepted and commonly used FSC remains a point of

contention in discussions on how detailed a cryoEM map

is. This becomes even more complicated when we want

to devise a measure of local resolution. In this review the

four different algorithms provide considerably different

impressions of local detail. Three (blocres, ResMap and

MonoRes) are based on the relationship between the signal

and noise, but with various assumptions and interpreta-

tions. In contrast, DeepRes is based on learning typical

protein morphology and textures. The distinctions

between the results from these methods are often at

the level of single voxels, while there is more agreement

in larger local regions. Hence, local resolution measure

inherently embodies a trade-off between locality and

resolution: the smaller an area, the higher the uncertainty

in the local resolution value.

From a structural biology point of view, variation in local

resolution represents either anisotropy of information (as

arising from preferred orientations), or a variation in

structural flexibility. These can be distinguished by

employing the directional resolution method of

MonoDir. Resolution (global or local) is a necessary but

not a sufficient criterion for being able to interpret struc-

ture. It augments visual inspection, providing a statistical

basis for either accepting a particular density as a repre-

sentative structural element. Empirical observation has

shown that alpha helices become distinguishable around

10 Å, their helical twists become apparent at 6 Å, beta

strands and large side chains appear at 4 Å, and de novo
building can be done at 3 Å. Nevertheless, and because of

the uncertain principle it is not possible localize a given
Current Opinion in Structural Biology

tibody [19]. In all cases the core has the highest resolution (blue

n (red regions).
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signal in space and frequency at the same time. It makes

that the ‘true frequency’ of this signal is, is not clear —

the ‘true frequency’ could be located anywhere within the

frequency uncertainly window.

Performing a local resolution analysis requires an under-

standing of the algorithms and how to properly apply

them. Each method defines local resolution differently,

with its corresponding limitations about locality, mask

dependency, sharpening, symmetries, resolution range,

significance, among many others. For algorithms based on

the SNR, it is better to estimate the resolution using two

half maps. In cases where a single map is used, a noise

model is required, typically calculated from a background

area outside the particle density. This may be compli-

cated if the reconstruction underwent a sharpening,

denoising or masking procedure. It is therefore important

to analyze the maps as ‘raw’ reconstructions before any

further manipulation.

An example
We used a fragment of the HIV virus (EMDB-8713) [19]

to estimate the local resolution with all the algorithms

described here. This map represents a core of high

structural rigidity and a flexible periphery. The results

(Figure 1) for the various methods are quantitatively

different, but qualitatively similar with resolution ranges

around the reported global resolution of 3.7 Å [19]. It is

therefore an over-interpretation to infer meaning in indi-

vidual voxel values. Thus local resolution is both relative

in a quantitative sense and spatially diffuse, subject to a

form of the uncertainty principle. Proper interpretation is

therefore based on an understanding of the balance

between the detail in the local resolution map and the

fact that it inherently has to be calculated from an region

larger than one or a few voxels.

Conclusions
Local resolution analysis enhances our understanding of

the variations in detail in cryoEM maps. It is now com-

monly performed in the final stage of single particle

analysis to characterize the reconstruction and to inform

the user on potential issues that need addressing. How-

ever, if the analysis is not properly done or the results are

misinterpreted, it stifles progress. Here we reviewed the

main algorithms for estimating local resolution, empha-

sizing that: Firstly, the definition of local resolution is not

unique, it depends on the applied algorithm; secondly,

locality and resolution relevance suffers from the uncer-

tainty principle: we called this problem, ‘How local is

local?’; thirdly, resolution estimation is necessary to judge

what we are looking at, but is not sufficient for interpre-

tation; fourthly, apart from DeepRes, local resolution

should always be estimated using the raw reconstructions;

and finally, if possible, with two half maps. We hope these

guidelines help the community in the estimation and

interpretation of cryoEM maps. Finally, we look forward
www.sciencedirect.com 
to further development of the idea of local resolution in

new implementations that look at it in different ways. All

methods discussed here can be used in their correspond-

ing packages or via Scipion [20] as well as the web tools of

Scipion [21].
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